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The shabby tactics of science denialists sparked this astute exposition of what we lose when science is sidelined. Palaeontologist Donald Prothero lays out key cases, such as former US President Ronald Reagan's misbegotten Strategic Defense Initiative and the demonization of biologist Rachel Carson for her work on pesticides. The usual suspects -from creationists to anti-vaccinationists -are examined too. Ultimately, Prothero argues, by claiming that clear findings on climate change, biodiversity loss and overpopulation are false, deniers inch us closer to catastrophic planetary tipping points. Instead, Invisible Nature switches to a lengthy, dry attack on Plato, Aristotle and Descartes as the philosophical fathers of our estrangement from nature. Oddly, these historical figures are the book's only fully developed characters. The sole modern human is Worthy's fictional character, Joe the accountant, a "typical office worker" who "spends most of his time with symbols, concepts, and figures that are abstractions of material-world things". Joe pops up now and then when the author needs a character who drinks from plastic water bottles or who is overly proud of his smartphone. But, being a caricature, he can't explain his choices -and that's too bad.
The book concludes with a disappointingly familiar list of ways to enhance our engagement with nature: cycling more; planting a vegetable garden; and embracing Eastern philosophies that depict nature and humanity in a mutually dependent context. Invisible Nature could have been a great book had Worthy focused more on the psychology of dissociation and less on longdead philosophers. Modern thinking on marketing, globalism and consumerism is more relevant to current environmental problems than ruminations on mind-body dualism. After all, it was J. Gordon Lippincott, father of corporate branding, who in 1947 set out the axiom of modern, environmentally destructive consumerism: "Our willingness to part with something before it is completely worn out is a phenomenon noticeable in no other society in history … It must be further nurtured even though it runs contrary to one of the oldest inbred laws of humanity, the law of thrift. " ■ Edward Humes is a Pulitzer prizewinning journalist and the author of 12 non-fiction books. His most recent is Garbology: Our Dirty Love Affair With Trash.
